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Signs for Sounds!
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18th May—13th July 2013 20-21 Visual Arts
Centre will be hosting a major new exhibition
that explores letter forming from traditional
calligraphy to the use of digital technology and
performance art.
The exhibition features artists who concentrate
on or create the text we see everyday, from
traditional letter carving to modern day text
speak, alongside work by more unexpected
exhibitors such as graffiti artist Bunny Bread
and Ina Saltz who looks at words tattooed on
the skin.
Signs for Sounds has a 20-21 Self Guided Tour
Pack available on request, that features worksheets, key themes and links to curriculum. Workshops can also be
planned to coincide with classroom topics and will feature a visit to the exhibition.

Teacher Twilight
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Earlier this year we inspired a group of teachers
from across North Lincolnshire to make use of our
facilities here at 20-21, while also offering support
in understanding the new draft curriculum.
The session was delivered in conjunction with
Laura Fox, AST and Arts Coordinator for Brumby
Junior School and with Ian Till, former DT teacher
and DT assessor.
Teachers took part in shadow puppetry and
watched the possibilities of kinetic tabletop
sculptures. The day was a resounding success
with lots of positive feedback identifying that the
day’s events were interesting, informative and
engaging with excellent links to the exhibition and
new curriculum. For information on this or other
teacher twilight sessions, please get in touch with
us using the contact details overleaf.

All Change!
There have been some changes to the costs of workshops and other offers here at 20-21. We now charge at a
price per pupil rate. The loan box price has changed, as have the cost of gallery tours and talks. Some offers are
still FREE, including the Self Guided Tour Packs, which are made specific to current exhibitions in the centre.
Get in touch using the contact details over leaf, for an estimated quote for any of our education services.
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Teacher Training Sessions

Project Willows

Teachers from Eastfield Primary School attended a Teacher Training
day, in April, designed especially for them.
The school’s hopes are to
embed arts throughout the
term’s Tomb Raider
themed curriculum, and
enable teachers to feel
more confident in doing
so.

We are currently undertaking a fairly
large scale project here at 20-21,
working with lots of partners across
Yorkshire to deliver a quality Arts Award
offer to a group of children specially
selected for their ability and interest in
the arts.
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The whole school are
studying Tomb Raiders,
so the teachers witnessed
inspiring ways to feature
the topic in shadow
puppetry, book binding
and print making.

This day long training was
delivered alongside local
artist Wendy Chan, who specialises in textiles and print making. The
teachers left with a hand made textile bag full to the brim with book
techniques and confidence to deliver a creative curriculum.

The group will work for the entire
summer term, visiting lots of exciting
and inspirational places including local
colleges and hi-tech media suites, to
work toward their Arts Award Explore.
So far the children have designed and
created games character costumes, and
researched artist David Hancock, as
well as created their own comic strips
and games narratives.
This is an exciting project for all partners
and we hope to keep you posted on the
progress!

The Wanderer
Simon Woolham’s beautiful and delicate drawings,
writings and paper works will be adorning the walls of the
Linear Gallery at 20-21 from 27th April to 29th June.
For The Wanderer Simon spent a week occupying the
front-of-house and behind the scenes areas of 20-21
Visual Arts Centre. Interviewing the staff, recording
sounds and collecting stories, his aim is to build a picture
of the building from the memories and recollections of
those that have had it as their workplace over the last 10
years. From these discussions he has made a new
series of drawings and pop up paper artworks that will be
on display alongside sound works, drawings and prints.
Simon is available for workshop bookings on request.
His work focuses on place, memory and text and can
feature on the walls of your school for many a year to
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Contact us for more details.

Stay in touch!
Address: 20-21 Visual Arts Centre, Church Square, Scunthorpe, North Lincolnshire, DN15 6TB
Tel: 01724 297074 Email: hayley.mcphun@northlincs.gov.uk
Web: www.northlincs.gov.uk/20-21
Blog: www.educationat2021.blogspot.co.uk
Twitter: @20-21VisualArts Facebook: Search for 20-21 Visual Arts Centre

